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And now for the slow learners class on fear. 

Story # 1 raised with storms 

  I was raised in southern Minnesota.  Some folks had tornado alleys. We lived on 

tornado Main Street. 

    My  2 great grandparents killed in a tornado.  Great grandma was just finishing up 

wiping out the dish pan and hanging it on the wall. She looked out the window and saw 

the tornado coming.   Great grandpa was blind,blind.  She grabbed his hand and they 

were running outside to the fraidy hole, (it's a northern word.  A basement is down below, 

and a 'fraid hole' is outside under a mound and used to make it thru a tornado)  They 

didn't make it. 

    Night of our wedding rehearsal—we were in the basement because a tornado was 

tearing up part of the town.  I really appreciate Lu's mother. I know she was wanting to 

say that this was a sign from God about what the marriage would be. But she kept quiet. 

            Lu's brother—out on the lawn, with a can of Leinenkugels—a Wisconsin beer.   

He was hollering, “Come and get me”  I guess tornadoes are slow, because it was a 

couple of years later when he was working in an office in Omaha—he  looked out the  

window.  Finally it arrived—a tornado.  While he was under the desk it sucked all the 

windows out of the office. 

____________________________________________________________- 

 

            My grandfather.  

        First a bit about him.  My German grandfather was clear about dying.  “when you 

are dead you are dead, you are food for worms” there’s nothing afterwards.   Often after 

a supper of super spicy, hot food with plenty of pepper shaken over it, and a couple of 

shots of whiskey (so he could sleep better) he would head to bed.  In the middle of the 

night he would wake up pounding on the wall with his crutch, and screaming “I’m dying, 

I’m dying.”   Everyone would come running. 

      It was not his heart, it was indigestion again. 

 He also was not heavy into religious life, but he told me as a politician running for 

office, “It’s a good idea to go the couple of Sundays before the election, but don’t let this 

religion thing get out of hand.’  And that’s how often he went to church.  Until the last 

election when someone found out he was an ‘undocumented person’ who had come in 

and never got citizen ship papers.  So he took his name off the ballot. And that was also 



the end of church. 

Grandpa was terrified of tornadoes.  As was usual in the spring, some folks got daffodils, 

come got red buds, we got tornadoes. 

   It swept thru town, tearing up trees, ripping up houses.  My aunt called, “Grandpa is 

dying, I’ll come and pick you up right away.”  I don’t know what this thing is that we 

think we need to be there and see it when someone dies, but it was in our culture. 

He had strokes and heart attacks regularly, and it was always a call for an emergency 

family reunion. 

      I asked my mom if she was going and she said,  “I’ve seen him die a dozen times I’m 

not going “ 

My Aunt picked me up, we wound our way down the streets and around and thru fallen 

trees.  Got to grandpa's house.  He was having a heart attack. And, as was the custom in 

those days, the doctor was called to the house, but couldn’t get there quickly because of 

the storm. I remember sitting by the crusty old faithless German and watching him die --

--in peace.  I was shocked.  He was not a religious person.  He did occasionally mention 

Jesus first and last name, but it was only when he was mad.  

    There was peace, in the midst of the final storm of his life. 

  As I watched him die,   In that storm, I learned not to be afraid of dying.  And I think I 

inched a little closer to faith. 

    As I thought it thru, it became obvious. The tornado didn't kill him.  It didn't even 

come close to his house.  What killed him was his fear 

___________________________________________________________ 

Story #2.  Working in South Africa.  As a pastor teaching preaching to local 

folks.  The real irony is they had a white dude from Ohio come to Africa to tell black 

folks how to preach.  So much for the wisdom of the church.  I don't know if the folks 

there learned anything, but I did. 

                       I was warned.  Never, never go in a car in the dark in South Africa.  In the 

rural areas where are no street lights, because there was no electricity.  You could see 

every star in the sky. 

            But don't drive.  Because some poor folks drive beat up cars with no 

headlights.  And the cows and other animals sleep at night on the nice warm tarred 

roads.  And the cows have no head lights, tail lights, or warning lights.  Many cows were 

black as the night.  You get the picture. 

               I moved at the end of each week to a new village and a new group to teach.  It 

was dark night and a guy pulled up   --Old Car, no seat belts.  One of those tin 

dashboards that were designed to slice your head open in a wreck. Headlights about as 



bright as a tiny flashlight. 

Barreling along at 50 miles an hour.  Me in the front seat, Lu in the back, the driver 

clutching the steering wheel.  Nobody speaking, everybody praying.  And I I know the 

driver was praying real hard, because his eyes were closed.  I was terrified. 

       Me waiting for a “moo,” cabam.”  And it would be all over.  And if I lived thru the 

accident, Lu would kill me afterwards for dragging her to Africa.  Her mother had 

warned her about me. 

            We obviously lived to tell about it.  The real embarrassment to my faith was when 

we got to the home where we were to stay.  In the front room were two 

posters.  One.  Bishop Tutu.  The other a few simple words.  “Relax. God is in 

charge.”  RELAX GOD IS IN CHARGE. 

   We don't do well when we are terrified. 

 Storms inside us and around us.  

 =================================================== 

 

Let  me digress a minute, hey it’s my sermon, I can do what I want to. We’ll come back 

to our personal storms in a bit. 

What about the storm of our own making.  

   Louisiana style storms, where it rains more in a rain storm that it does in a 

hurricane.  30 inches of water.  Now if you lived on the top of a mountain in Colorado, 

that would be one thing. But living in a near swamp, at the end of one of the world’s 

largest rivers, not too far from the rising waters of the gulf—things look different.  

   30 inches.  And why.  One of the many reasons is the touchy issue of global 

warming.  I watch our bird bath.  I fill it every couple of days. It sits in the sun.   On a 

hot day it evaporates about 2 inches.   It’s easy to figure out where that evaporation 

goes—up into the atmosphere.  And because it’s a closed system, what goes up must 

come down. 

   Now I really don’t think our birdbath comes down in Louisiana, to make 30 inch 

rains.  But imagine, we crank up the heat on the planet by burning fossil fuels, kicking 

out gas fumes from Volkswagens, paving over every square inch of the planet we can 

and chopping down trees which filter the air. 

    And now imagine we do that more and more.  Wait!  There’s nothing to imagine. We 

do it.  All that cooks my bird bath.  It also heats the waters of the gulf of Mexico, and the 

rest of the oceans.   All that humidity goes up and has to come down somewhere.  As the 

heat on the planet goes up, the rain becomes more violent, and erratic.  More heat, more 

violent storms.   



  

They are predicting a couple of hurricanes this year.  The big problem is not the number 

of hurricanes but the intensity.  They are storms that form over the ocean late summer 

warm water, and then head into the Gulf.  And because of global warming, a few degrees 

of warmth make a big difference.  It is hotter than it used to be.  July was the hottest in 

recorded history.  Do that over and over and over, and the ocean heats up.  And then the 

hurricane builds up in intensity. 

    All that rising temperature wrecks havoc on the normal weather patterns.  And it 

makes weather crazier and crazier.   And we, quietly, have made a huge storm in the 

world.  Can’t blame this one on an 'act of God'.  We are at war with our climate. 

            And we get scared.  We like to pretend that it will all go away, all this global 

warming, this chaos of weather.  We want to believe it is not real, its just made up by 

some climate nuts.  But it's getting harder and harder to deny what is happening, no –

what we are doing to our world.  

            I think we are deep down afraid. Afraid that we may have really messed things 

up.  The only world that God gave us is hurting.  And we made the mess.  And we are 

afraid that we will have to clean it up.  Not just the styrofoam cups and beer cans along 

the road. Not just the all that crud that floats into the river, into the ocean, huge masses 

of garbage, and the currents stir it around the earth. 

            Maybe one of our big fears is that we might have to change our lifestyle. The 

throw away, drill baby drill, fracking gases that have significantly declined the air 

quality in San Antonio.  Torrential rains and then months of drought.  Unbreathable 

air.  We are scared of this mess of our own making.  A huge mess. 

Storms of our making.  Messing up God’s planet, our only home.   Storms 

____________________________________________________________ 

 And now back to our story.  Storms of our life.  

A storm reminds us that we are not in control of the world around us.  And probably not 

in control of our own lives.  

Any storms in your life?  

    Not that you can remember off hand?  Your life is all sunshine?   Mmmm. Who are we 

kidding. 

  How about I find a couple of storms for you.   Having children.  Raising 

children.  Reasoning with teenagers. Kids that fail to launch and you are afraid when 

they are 50 they will be living in your garage and sleeping on your sofa. 

    Storms;  Taking care of aging parents,  let’s make it simpler—just trying to reason 

with aging parents.  Looking for love in all the wrong places. Working your way thru 



college and hopeing that the job you train for today, exists tomorrow. 

    Any storm clouds forming in your mind. ? 

. Loss of job.  Violence to you in your home.  Trump and Clinton and the election to 

scare the wits out of us and resurrect prejudice, old hatreds, things we thought we were 

all long past. Storms. 

   How about living with addictions.  dealing with neighbors,  coming out on your sexual 

identity, 

Not so sunny anymore. 

Our life is full of storms.  Some of our own making, some just rolling in from a distance. 

  

Annivesary of 9/11 

            Our quiet cocoon ripped open.  Fears came rolling out. 

I watched how politicians played on our fears, and still do “  We need to spend more on 

military, a lot more. We need an endless war on terror.   We will never be safe 

again.  Look out for the folks who don’t look like you those that don’t pray like 

you.   Be suspicious of other folks.  “ 

            Craziness is everywhere.  Like my mama said “Everyone is crazy but you and me, 

and I am beginning to wonder about you.” 

            Endless warnings.  Terrorists could come in taxi cabs, look out.  Then there was 

another warning, they could be in school buses.  Look left, look right, look up, look 

down, fear is all around you.  Be very afraid. 

 _______________________________________________________________ 

No wait, this is becoming depressing.  Let’s go back to the real story.  

    The storm on the sea.  A dozen not bright, not too clever, mostly clueless disciples are 

going across the lake, probably Lake Gailee.   

Clueless folks in the boat. 

  And Jesus thinks,  “Ahh, I’ll just take a little snooze here. Head on pillow.  What could 

go wrong.   I have worked hard to train these disciples, it will be ok.” 

       A storm comes up.  And the disciples panic, their default mode (and ours).   “Look at 

that Jesus, asleep.  How dare he.  Somebody wake him. Up.  You do it, no you do it. 

“  SOMEOBDY WAKE HIM UP.  We’re going to die.  Die. Die. “ 

   And so they shake Jesus..  “Jesus don’t’ you care that WE are about to drown.”    Jesus 

wakes up. Gives a big sigh, stretches.  Ordered the wind to cease, and the waves to be 

quiet.  And they were.  



   Just like in the creation story.  God , looked at the chaos, and said, “Let there be 

light”.  And there was. “ Let there be seas and bodies of water”. And there was. “ Let 

there be birds and animals.”  And it was so. 

Jesus spoke.  And everything was calm.  And then Jesus turned with one of those tidy 

little sermons, one of those zingers to the disciples and us.  “Why are you afraid?”  And 

you can hear the disciples—it was a hurricane, a tsunami, a second Noah and we can’t 

swim.  There must have been two earthquakes and a fire storm.  It’s the end of the 

world.  What you do you mean ‘Why are we afraid?” 

    And then the punch line for Jesus sermon;  “Don’t you have any faith.” 

The disciples, missing the sermon, immediately started talking about how bad the storm 

was, and how powerful Jesus is. 

    Jesus point was right at the disciples—“Don’t you have any faith.”   Don’t you know 

who is in the boat with you.  Haven’t you been listening.  Don’t you see that I am 

here.   Where is your faith.  Did I not say if you only have a tiny faith, a faith like a little 

mustard seed.   Sometimes I wonder about you disciples.  Are you listening?” 

-----________________________________________________________ 

   Are we listening.  Do we see who is in the boat with us. The big storms, the global 

warming, those are all things we can do something about.  If we let Jesus calm our fears 

and ours storms. If we have some faith.  Faith that it is God’s world, and we are given 

the assignment to care for it.  Not destroy it and us with it.  God’s world.  We can help 

calm the storm. 

   And those other storms.  The ones that come up continually in our lives.  Do we forget 

who is in the boat with us.  Do we know who is in the boat with us.  Do we really think 

that Jesus is asleep and we are going under.  

  My grandfather died, not from a storm, but from his fear of the storm. 

  We get manipulated by politicians who play on our fears, and build up our sense of 

powerlessness. 

  We look at the pollution, the global warming, and our fears paralyze us. 

   We look at the messes in our own lives, and the more we look at them the more they 

seem like monsters crawling out from our bed in the darkened room. Fear is a very 

powerful thing.  And frightened people do not make good decisions.  Frightened 

countries do not make good decisions.  We turn on folks who might look different than 

we think folks should look.  Folks who have a different impression of the one God who 

is above all of us, who in fact is really hard to draw, or describe, or wrap our puny minds 

around. 

     So the fears control us. 



            We forget who is in the boat, that rocking, that rolling, boat on a stormy sea.  

            We get so wrapped up in our fears that we blind ourselves to the presence of God 

right next to us. “Relax, God is in charge.” 

  

One more story, (then we need to get to the good part—the music. And the dancing 

women.  You think I am kidding?) 

            Peter.  Jesus loud mouthed friend, big faith, love you today, run away tomorrow --

Peter.  Jesus was walking on the water.  And he said “Peter, get out of the boat and walk 

over to me.”  And Peter, did.  He walked on the water.  Right toward Jesus.  And 

then,  then he took his eyes off Jesus, and looked at the water, and at the miracle he was 

doing. The miracle was over.  And he went under.   Because—he took his eyes off Jesus. 

     Keep your eyes on Jesus.  Keep your faith fixed on the great stiller of storms.  And 

the fears will melt away.  

   (song and dancers.  “When I think I'm going under, part the waters Lord.” 

       

 

  

 

 


